Mr. Logan
We cannot thank you enough. You put everything into these
plays and that dedication and selfless nature is so inspiring.
Though your dedication and selflessness is inspiring and
amazing the thing that sets you apart from any director is
how you care about and love each person in the class. You
are someone we know we can count on and love because
you make us so comfortable. You impact us not only in the
classroom but in our lives. You always encourage us to do
our best, not only for ourselves but for a higher purpose.
You are our teacher, mentor and friend, and though we may
not always listen and we know we drive you crazy
sometimes (well, more crazy), we hope that you know that
we love you and we cannot put into words how grateful we
are to have you in our lives. Thank You.

Sra. Logan
Once again you are the star of the show. Perhaps not in the
eyes of the audience but everyone who works backstage
knows that you are the reason that we can do what we do.
You work tirelessly and patiently. No matter what it is, no
matter how difficult if it needs to be done we know we can
count on you. Ups and downs and everywhere in between
you are the stable rock of the drama family. You know
exactly what we need to hear whether it be a word of advice
or critique or the words of love and a hug that makes
anything and everything alright. We cannot express how
grateful we are for you. You do so much for us and are
always there doing what needs to be done. Thank You Sra.
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Cast list: (By appearance)

Mrs.Thopson - Kaci Omoto

George Bailey - Jonathan Huster

Mr. Martini - Mitchell Chamness

Clarence Odbody - Micah Pascual

Mrs. Martini - April Joy Laxamana

Mr. Gower - Nathan Hishinuma

Miss Carter - Hellen Chen

Young George - Mitchell Chamness

Newspaper kid - Kaci Omoto

Harry Bailey - Alex Wong

Pete Bailey - Mitchell Chamness

Mother Bailey - Vivian Kuo

Tommy Bailey - Ky Logan

Aunt Tilly - Aimee Clark

Zuzu Bailey - Naomi Logan

Violet Peterson - Charlene Chen

Mr. Welch - Noa Kerr

Bert - Joey Brown

Janie Bailey - April Joy Laxmana

Ernie - Maclain Oishi
Uncle Billy - Noah Kerr
Mary Hatch - Carly Ishihara
Henry F. Potter - Nick Ordenstein
Mr. Potter's Goon - Alex Wong
Mr. Potter's Secretary - Asia Ono
Mrs. Hatch - Lexi Yamamoto
Sam Wainwright - voiced by Chad Logan
Miss Andrews - Tiara Moss

Synopsis: This is the heartwarming story of George
Bailey, a small town boy who has always dreamed
of leaving home. He learns life is much more than
the bad, and finds the value of even one life.

Jonathan Huster - Thank you so much to
the Logan family they have done more for
me than I could ever tell. To my family and
friends thanks so much for the support
through the years I wouldn’t be me without
you. God well He knows.

Micah Pascual - You have been
given a wonderful life. Love your life.
Live your life. Enjoy your life.
Thanks for coming. Love you, bye!

Nathan Hishinuma - I meant to behave but
tchere were too many other options.

Mitchell Chamness - It's like wrestling a
gorilla, you don't quit when you're tired,
you quit when the gorilla is tired.

Alex Wong - pIj monchugh vay'
yIvoqQo'. (Don't trust those who
frequently smile.) - Klingons

Vivian Kuo -"I live only one life and it is
the thug life"

Aimee Clark - "Stand up for what you
believe in, even if you stand alone”

Charlene Chen

Joey Brown - No man is a failure who
has friends. - George Bailey

Nick Ordenstein – LIfe is too short not to
pursue your passions with every ounce of
strength you have. –unknown
Thank you, Logans for all your hardwork!
Thanks to the drama class for all the
memories.

Maclain Oishi - Why so serious? -the
Joker
Asia Ono - “The only way out of the
labyrinth of suffering is to forgive.” - John
Green, Looking For Alaska
“Some infinities are bigger than other
infinities.”- John Green, The Fault In Our
Stars
Noah Kerr - Thank you Logan family for
everything. You have changed my life in
a great positive way

Carly Ishihara - Thanks for this great
opportunity to be able to perform a classic
with a great class and amazing an
teacher. I am extremely grateful to be
apart of this class, especially during my
senior year. Thank you to Mr. and Mrs.
Logan for all of their hard work, my
parents for supporting me, and the class
who has held together until the end.

Lexi Yamamoto - Even though I've only
been in theater for a short while, I had a
blast and it was a great opportunity to
meet new friends and to perform a classic
Christmas play. It was also amazing
being able to learn so much about the
wonders of acting and having a great
teachers to teach it to us. Thank you Mr.
Logan for what you do and I hope you
continue to do it for many years after.

Tiara - When the power of love
overcomes the love of power the world
will no peace- Jimi Hendrix

Hellen Chen - to put a quote is too
mainstream. -hc

Kaci - I love my "'mochi" ;)

Joslyn Hamada - Thank you, Logans for
all the time and money you have invested
in us. I hope we have blessed you guys
half as much as you have blessed us.

April Laxamana - Cross country is
like horse racing, just without the
horse (Credit to Paige Oshiro). Also,
follow me on Instagram: @aprilllyy (:

